Hours of Service ELD Diagnostics Quick Reference Guide

Hours of Service Diagnostics Quick Reference
Viewing Malfunctions and Diagnostic Events
If you are experiencing any malfunctions or diagnostic issues, the indicator icons (showing an M and a D) in the lower right corner of the HOS Status screen turn red or
orange, respectively. The indicators remain colored until the issue has been resolved. A banner in the matching color is displayed in the lower part of the screen. The
banner is shown every time a new diagnostic event or malfunction occurs. It is also shown after you sign in, if the diagnostic event or malfunction is still active.
Tap the banner or the indicator icons to open the Indicators screen. This screen lists information about all diagnostic events and malfunctions that are currently applicable.
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Identifying Diagnostic Events and Required Actions
The table below describes the possible diagnostic events:

Diagnostic event

Description

Power data diagnostic event

Vehicle use was detected while the ELD was not powered on. Ensure that the VTU (vehicle tracking unit) is firmly connected and there
are no loose wires to avoid going into malfunction.
Possible causes are:
The VTU has lost power during operation.
The VTU has become unplugged.
The VTU did not start up within a minute of the engine being turned on.
If this issue leads to the aggregated driving time being reduced by 30 minutes over a 24-hour period across all drivers using this
vehicle, including unidentified drivers, a power compliance malfunction is raised.

Engine synchronization data

Your mobile device lost connection to vehicle data. Ensure that Bluetooth is always enabled on your mobile device and that you shut

diagnostic event

down the vehicle or disconnect from it under “Set Up” before taking the tablet out of range.
While this diagnostic event is raised, the data on engine power status, vehicle motion status, miles driven, and engine hours can no
longer be accessed. If the connection is lost for 30 minutes or more during a 24-hour period, an engine sync compliance malfunction is
raised.

Missing required data elements

Some data for an HOS event is missing. For example, if you have been prompted for a manual location and you have not provided it.

data diagnostic event
Data transfer data diagnostic

The automatic data transfer check has failed and now the check will be performed once within each 24-hour period. If this check fails

event

more than 4 consecutive times, a data transfer malfunction will be raised. This means that you might have issues if you try to transfer
your data. The most common cause for data transfer failures is missing data, such as carrier names, DOT numbers, and driver details.
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Diagnostic event

Description

Unidentified driving records data More than 30 minutes of unidentified driving was detected within a 24-hour period. To clear the unidentified driving events, review and
diagnostic event

claim any driving that belongs to you.

Required actions for all malfunctions
Note: Malfunctions must be corrected within 8 days.
These are the actions that you must take immediately, independent of the type of malfunction that you received:
1.Note the type of malfunction and provide written notice of the malfunction to your motor carrier within 24 hours.
2.Ensure that you have an accurate record of duty status (RODS) for the current 24-hour period and the previous 7 consecutive days. This can be either in form of
records from the ELD or RODS on compliant graph-grid paper. If necessary, manually reconstruct the RODS for any missing period.
3.Continue to manually prepare compliant RODS on graph-grid paper until the ELD is serviced and back in compliance.
For further information, see this FMCSA FAQ article.

Identifying Malfunctions and Required Actions
The table below describes the possible malfunction codes:

Malfunction

Description

Power compliance malfunction

More than 30 cumulative minutes of vehicle use were detected in
the last 24 hours while the ELD was not powered on.
Possible causes are:
The VTU has lost power during operation.
The VTU has become unplugged.
The VTU did not start up within 6 minutes of the engine being

Required actions
1.Confirm that the VTU has not been unplugged or tampered
with.
2.As a driver, you must maintain paper logs until the issue has
been resolved and you have completed your current shift or
changed vehicles.
3.If the problem persists, contact Verizon Connect support.

turned on.
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Malfunction

Description

Engine synchronization

Your mobile device lost its connection to vehicle data for 30

compliance malfunction

cumulative minutes in the last 24 hours.

Required actions
1.Confirm that Bluetooth is always enabled on your mobile
device.
2.Shut down the vehicle or disconnect from it under “Set Up”
before taking the mobile device out of range.
3.As a driver, you must maintain paper logs until the issue has
been resolved and you have completed your current shift or
changed vehicles.
4.If the problem persists, contact Verizon Connect support.

Timing compliance malfunction

The time on your mobile device differs from the hardware unit time
or server time by more than 10 minutes.

1.Ensure that your mobile device is set to the same time zone
used at your home terminal.
2.As a driver, confirm that your mobile device is using the
automatic update option for time.
On Android devices go to Settings > Date and Time and
enable Automatic date and time.
On iOS devices go to Settings > General > Date & Time
and enable Set automatically.
3.As a driver, you must maintain paper logs until the issue has
been resolved and you have completed your current shift or
changed vehicles.
4.If the problem persists, contact Verizon Connect support.

Positioning compliance
malfunction

Unable to retrieve valid GPS for 5 miles for 60 cumulative minutes.

1.Confirm that your vehicle is not inside or under any cover.
2.As a driver, you must maintain paper logs until the issue has
been resolved and you have completed your current shift or
changed vehicles.
3.If the problem persists, contact Verizon Connect support.
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Malfunction

Description

Data recording compliance

Your mobile device does not have adequate storage space. The

malfunction

mobile device can no longer record new events and you might lose
events that have not been uploaded yet.

Required actions
1.Remove any unnecessary files and applications to free up
storage space on your mobile device.
2.As a driver, you must maintain paper logs until the issue has
been resolved and you have completed your current shift or
changed vehicles.
3.If the problem persists, contact Verizon Connect support.

Data transfer compliance

The automatic data transfer check that is done once within each

1.Confirm that your mobile device has an internet connection.

malfunction

24-hour period has failed 4 times consecutively. This means that

2.As a driver, you must maintain paper logs until the issue has

you might have issues if you try to transfer your data. The most

been resolved and you have completed your current shift or

common cause for data transfer failures is missing data, such as

changed vehicles.

carrier names, DOT numbers, and driver details.

3.If the problem persists, contact Verizon Connect support.
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